Franziska Fleischanderl
SALTERIO PRACTICE AT THE
COLLEGIO SAN FRANCESCO SAVERIO IN BOLOGNA

1. The Collegio San Francesco Saverio Bologna
1.1 Historical background

In the early years of the sixteenth century, the development of
new political structures led to an elevated role for the upper class,
which came into eﬀect through the occupation of inﬂuential
positions by aristocratic families and the formation of a new noble
identity amongst the aristocracy. This new noble identity was
based on a subtle transformation of moral and spiritual values,
and found its expression in the explicit use of delicate manners
amongst the upper class.1
To guarantee the future continuity and splendour of the royal
houses, aristocratic sons and future heirs needed to be aware of
noble a itudes and their adequate use in society, these a itudes
being conceived as the characteristic feature of nobility until the
late eighteenth century. The following text quoted from the Notizie
per chi vuol me ere I suoi ﬁglioli nel Collegio Ducale di Modena2 shows

GIAN PAOLO BRIZZI, I gesuiti e i seminari per la formazione della classe diri‑
gente, in Dall´isola alla ci à. I gesuiti a Bologna, a cura di Gian Paolo Brizzi e
Anna Maria Ma eucci, Bologna, Nuova Alfa editoriale, 1988, pp. 145‑156.
2 Archivio di Stato di Modena, Cancelleria ducale, Archivio per materie,
Istruzione pubblica, busta 2, Notizie per chi vuol me ere I suoi ﬁglioli nel Collegio
Ducale di Modena, ms., s.d.; see STEFANO LORENZETTI, «Per animare gli esercizi no‑
bili»: esperienza musicale e costruzione dell´identità nobiliare nei collegi dʹeducazione,
in Storia e musica: fonti, consumi e commi enze, a cura di Arnaldo Morelli, Bo‑
logna, Il Mulino, 1997 («Quaderni storici», 95/2), pp. 435‑460.
1
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that the primary duty of scholarly institutions for aristocratic sons
was not just intellectual and military training, but also the tea‑
ching of aristocratic behavior and values.
La principale premura del Collegio è di educare questi Cavalieri
nel santo timor di Dio, e neʹ varij costumi della loro condizione, come
pure nelle Le ere, e nelle Professioni Cavalleresche; però sʹimpie‑
gano tu i quei mezzi che sono più eﬃcaci per tal educazione.
[The primary care of the school is to educate these gentlemen in the holy
fear of God, and also in various customs of their condition, as well as in
the chivalrous professions; whereat they use the most eﬃcient means for
such an education.]

The common term comportamento ordinario summarized all of
the rules concerning delicate manners and formed the new basis
of noble identity embodied in the gentiluomo.3 This pedagogic
strategy, to transform young men within a few years into gentle‑
men, capable of fulﬁlling all appropriate intellectual and social
demands, was to be found in Istitutioni totali: boarding schools
called Collegi dei Nobili, which placed the aristocratic students un‑
der the continuous control, education and discipline of teachers
with an ecclesiastical background, such as priests and prefects.
The Collegio San Francesco Saverio in Bologna was run by the
Society of Jesus, a religious order dating back to St. Ignatius of
Loyola. At the time of the school’s founding in 1555, it was one of
the ﬁrst Jesuit boarding schools for the education of the upper
class in the whole of Europe. Initially the students were recruited
exclusively from local aristocratic families. The Collegio distri‑
buted printed brochures (see Fig. 1) which promoted their insti‑
tutes, their educational program, their entrance exams and their
school activities. Soon their radius of recruitment was expanded
to encompass the whole of northern Italy, inﬂuencing enormously

3 The gentiluomo was expected to earn his ﬁnancial incomes without the need

to work. Further he needed to be able to read, write, draw, sing, speak foreign
languages and be educated in theology and jurisprudence.
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Fig. 1 ‑ Recruitment brochure from Dall´isola alla ci à.
I gesuiti a Bologna cit., p. ???

the composition of the students’ provenance in the Collegio.4
Situated in the Palazzo Gigli in Via Cartoleria in Bologna, stu‑
dents were resident on average for four or ﬁve years. During this
time, contact with their families was deliberately reduced to a mi‑
nimum. Only correspondence and short vacation periods gave
boarding school students the possibility of ge ing in touch with
their families.5 Thus the Collegio was not just an important training
institution for future occupants of the highest hierarchical posi‑
The examination of school entries between 1660 and 1667 makes the
catchment area explicit: 29% from the Papal States, 8% from Bologna, 4% from
the Duchy of Milan, 20% from the Republic of Genoa, 27% from the Republic of
Venice, 2% from the Duchy of Modena, 6% from the Duchy of Parma, 7% from
the Duchy of Mantua, 2% from other Italian states, and 3% from other countries
such as Swi erland, Germany and Spain. See G. P. BRIZZI, I gesuiti e i seminari
cit., p. 154.
5 To create additional limitations on students’ absence, every Collegio was
equipped with a second residence in the countryside, where the students spent
the summer.
4
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tions in ecclesiastical, military, ministerial and artistic circles, but
also an environment where a social network with other aristo‑
crats, essential to every sovereign of that time, could be built up.
The Collegio San Francesco Saverio enjoyed great prosperity during
the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. Yet it is not clear if the
Collegio dei Nobili was absorbed by the Collegio Santa Lucia, the
school for the middle class at the end of the eighteenth century, or
if its end was caused by the suppression and dissolution of the
Jesuit order by Pope Clement XIV in 1773.
1.2 Eserciti Cavallereschi
To prepare young aristocrats for their future duties, they had to
run through a double‑tracked education program, which consi‑
sted, on one hand, of a body of grammatical‑rhetorical subjects –
the Ratio studiorum –6 and, on the other, subjects concer‑ning the
formation of the gentiluomo – called the Eserciti Cavallereschi. The
Ratio studiorum was taught together with the students of the Colle‑
gio Santa Lucia. The Eserciti Cavallereschi, in contrast, were reserved
exclusively for the education of young aristocrats. Their basic aim
was to teach and practise delicate manners for aristocrats, the core
of every Collegio dei Nobili.
[…] in giorni determinati si insegna a de i Convi ori la pra ica
di termini di civiltà e di buona creanza che si devono usare nelle
Conversazioni, Compagnie, Convi i, e come anco nello scrivere
le ere, compire, riceve, accompagnare, et in ogni altra a ione così
verso li maggiori, come con li uguali, et inferiori. Vi sono anco
alcune hore del giorno dedicate […] ad imparare a far riverenze e
portar la persona con quel decoro che conviensi a gentiluomini.7

A standardized collection of regulations for Jesuit education, ﬁrst pu‑
blished in 1599, relied on classical subjects like theology, philosophy, physics,
mathematics, Latin, Greek, grammar, syntax, humanities, rhetoric, history and
geography.
7 « [...] in scheduled days the students are trained in civil terms and delicate
manners, which they have to use at conversations, companionships, schools as
well as at writing le ers, oﬃcial acts, receiving, accompanying, and all other
6
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To some parents and students of noble origin, this double‑
tracked education program seemed frightening at ﬁrst sight. But
in practice, as one aspect of the Jesuit educational project inclu‑
ded also the establishment of signiﬁcant class distinctions alrea‑
dy amongst adolescents, the school created an environment that
made the stay for young aristocrats suitable and convenient to
their social status.
One mean of creating this environment was the privileged
treatment of noble students at school. During the lessons of the
Ratio studiorum, the aristocratic sons took always absolute prece‑
dence over middle‑class‑students. Their rights even included the
possibility to dispute punishments at the rector of the school. A‑
nother mean was their access to the Eserciti Cavallereschi. Advised
by their families and private teachers, the students could choose
amongst an enormous variety of lessons in horse‑manship, mar‑
tial arts, ﬁne arts, languages and music education, and thereby
created their individualized education program. The Collegio San
Francesco Saverio oﬀered around sixty subjects of Eserciti Cavalle‑
reschi and requested the students to choose according to personal
preferences, talents and interests. Their a endance and their costs
were listed precisely every month for each student, and paid sepa‑
rately at the end of the semester by the studentsʹ parents.
The Collegio taught a great range of lessons for martial arts: Lo
scherma [Fencing, see Fig. 2], la Spada [Swordplay], la Picca [Figh‑
ting with the lance], la Bandiera [Traditional, artful waving of
ﬂags] as well as lessons in military strategy and ba le planning.
Another prestigious and expensive, yet essential, part of the
formation of the gentiluomo was to learn horseback riding, inclu‑
ding also dressage.8 Almost all students studied French, as this

actions towards the higher, the equal and the lower class. This are dedicated
some hours of the day [...] to learn reverence and instruct the person in the
decorum that is needed for gentlemen». In S. LORENZETTI, «Per animare gli
esercizi nobili» cit., p. 435.
8 Usually the lessons of the Eserciti Cavallereschi cost two lire ten soldi each
month, except for lessons in horsemanship, which cost ten lire. Libri mastri dei
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was the main court language in Italy at the time.9 Furthermore, the
body of Eserciti Cavallereschi included geography, law and archi‑
tecture, as well as education in ﬁne arts, such as painting and
drawing, education in performing arts such as French and Italian
dance, and education in music performance, such as singing and
instrumental music.

Fig. 2 ‑ Lo Scherma
from Dall´isola alla ci à. I gesuiti a Bologna cit., p. ???

1.3 Music education
The music education of aristocrats is a common practice since
the fourteenth century, and might explain the extensive provision
of musical subjects at the Collegio San Francesco Saverio. Besides
singing lessons frequently given by teachers of the Collegio, almost
every student decided to study at least one musical instrument
taught by external teachers. The great variety of musical instru‑
ments at the Collegio provides an insight to the musical taste of the
aristocracy of eighteenth‑century Italy. The prevalent instruments

Sig. Convi ori del Collegio San Francesco Saverio. Archivio storico comunale
Bologna [ASCB], Inv. No. 442 ‑ 453, books F to T and Archivio Arcivescovile
Bologna [AAB], books G and H without Inv. Nr.
9 Only a few students decided to learn Spanish, German or Italian. The la er
was chosen exclusively by foreigners. See ASCB, Libri Mastri cit.
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at the Collegio were harpsichord [spine a],10 recorder [ﬂauto],11
violin and instruments of the lute family.12 Further popular in‑
struments were salterio, violoncello, tromba marina, oboe and tran‑
sverse ﬂute [Flauto traversier].13 Viola dʹamore, violone, harp, and
hunting horn [Corno da caccia]14 occurred only sporadically in the
books of expenses, as they were not taught regularly. To simplify
the organization of instrumental lessons, the Collegio hired multi‑
instrumentalists as teachers. Around 1750, for instance, Domenico
Mancinelli15 taught all wind instruments, such as recorder, tran‑
sverse ﬂute and oboe. His colleague Lodovico Laurenti16 taught
all bowed instruments, such as violin, violoncello, violone, tromba
marina and viola dʹamore. A signiﬁcant role concerning the salterio
was occupied by Andrea Sandi,17 who taught it at the Collegio a‑
longside all plucked instruments such as lute, mandolin, theorbo,
archlute and guitar.
The Collegio San Francesco Saverio organized Accademie two to
three times each year. These Accademie were prestigious festivals,
devised to give students the possibility performing their Eserciti
Cavallereschi on stage. A high representative of the Jesuit order was
invited to a end every Accademia, the aim being to show oﬀ the
studentsʹ and teachersʹ abilities in public.
The content of an Accademia program includes the performance
of music, the reciting of texts wri en by the students on mytho‑
logical subjects, the performance of dressage and martial arts, and
the awarding of diplomas. Accademie were strongly rooted in the
Collegioʹs life, since they strengthened studiousness amongst the
young aristocrats and legitimated the extensive time amount

ASCB, Libri Mastri cit., and Aab, books G and H cit.
Ibid.
12 Mandolino, Chitarra, Liuto, Chitarrone Francese, Arciliuto, Mandola; ibid.
13 Ibid.
14 Ibid.
15 Active in the years 1750‑53; in S. LORENZETTI, «Per animare gli esercizi nobili»
cit., p. 450.
16 Ibid., active in the years 1748‑1750.
17 Ivi, Active in the years 1716‑1737 .
10
11
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spent on the practice of Eserciti Cavallereschi. Even if the parti‑
cipation fee for Accademie was high, no student would miss these
entertaining high points of the academic year. The Collegio San
Francesco Saverio celebrated the Accademia della Passione in March
or April, the Accademia solenne in July or August and the Accademia
del Passaggio in August in the summer residence.18
Another feature of the Collegio was the tradition of decorating
its most prestigious halls with portraits of its most successful and
illustrious former students. These portraits were outstanding pie‑
ces of art, painted by the most celebrated artists of Bologna such as
Luigi Crespi and Angelo Crescimbeni (see Fig. 3).19 The portraits

Fig. 3 ‑ Luigi Crespiʹs portrait of Pietro Franceschi,
from Dall´isola alla ci à. I gesuiti a Bologna cit., p. ???

The participation fee was four lire for the Accademia della Passione, ﬁve to
six lire for the Accademia solenne e stampa del foglio Laureato and one to two lire for
the Accademia del passaggio in Santa Lucia. The Opere e comedie del Carnevale in
February was not listed as an Accademia, but was, at a cost of thirteen to twenty
lire, the most expensive festival of the year. See ASCB, Libri Mastri cit.
19 ANGELO MAZZA,“Una rassegna di aristocratiche virtùʺ: i ritra i del Collegio del
Nobili, in Dall´isola alla ci à.” In I gesuiti a Bologna cit., p. 110.
18
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showed the students together with the most important items
connected with their education, such as a musical instrument, a
sword or a compass. Highly interesting with regard to the topic of
salterio practice in the Collegio is the portrait of Pietro Franceschi,
painted by Luigi Crespi. It shows the student with his salterio,
which he played from 1768 to 1771.
2. Salterio practice at the Collegio San Francesco Saverio
2.1 Salterio studies at the Collegio San Francesco Saverio
The Libri Mastri dei Sig. Convi ori del Collegio San Francesco
Saverio Bologna (see Fig. 4) are both entertaining and informative
sources on salterio practice at the Collegio, as they give intimate
insight into the studentsʹ individual consumption habits and per‑
sonal education interests. Besides enormous outgoings for cloth‑
ing,20 writing,21 medical care,22 free‑time entertainment23 and Ac‑
cademie, the account books also include costs for teachers of the
Eserciti Cavallereschi. The listing of Maestro di Lingua Francese, Mae‑
stro di Spada, Maestro di Ballo Francese, Maestro di Cavallerizza, Mae‑
stro di Salterio, di Violino, di Flauto etc. gives the possibility to deﬁne
exactly the number of salterio students at the Collegio throughout
the entire eighteenth century, as well as their names and prove‑
nance, the duration of their salterio studies and their expenses for
instruments, strings, scores, instrument repairs and playing mate‑
rials, including all costs (see Fig. 5).
The Collegio San Francesco Saverio oﬀered salterio lessons bet‑
ween 1693 and 1773.24 During this timeframe forty students deci‑

Trousers, hats, socks, shirts, bu ons, shoes, gloves, periwigs or the half‑
yearly bleaching of underwear.
21 Calamari and paper.
22 The obligatory visit of the doctor once a semester or pulling out a tooth.
23 The students spent their free time in summer by playing il gioco del
Pallone, a ball game played with a racket, hiking and hunting, as can be seen
in the amount of costs for gun powder, shot and other munitions.
24 Between 1694 and 1707, 1721 and 1724, 1727 and 1728, 1741 and 1742,
1747 and 1768 the account books do not indicate salterio students, but due to
20
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ded to study salterio, all of them descendants of noble families all
over northern and central Italy (see Fig. 6). Students, returning to
their home cities after leaving the Collegio, would present their

Fig. 4 ‑ ASCB, Libri mastri dei Sig. Convi ori del Collegio San Francesco Saverio.
(With courtesy of Archivio Storico Comunale of Bologna)

Fig. 5 ‑ ASCB, Libri mastri dei Sig. Convi ori del Collegio San Francesco Saverio.
(With courtesy of Archivio Storico Comunale of Bologna)
the structure of multi‑instrumental‑teachers, salterio lessons were probably
oﬀered also in those years.
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musical abilities as part of the social life of aristocratic circles in
their home regions, so that salterio practice from Bologna spread
outwards to other parts of Italy as can be seen in the map below.
The duration of salterio studies varied from a try‑out of one
month25 to a systematic learning process of more than 6 years.26
On average, the students took salterio lessons for two years wi‑
thout a break. Even if the expenses for salterio lessons are given
for month,27 the exact quantity of salterio lessons cannot be found.
Thus it cannot be ascertained if the salterio studies at the Collegio
were pursued intensely, i.e., three lessons a week, or less inten‑
sely, i.e., two lessons a month.

Fig. 6 ‑ Provenance of the salterio students.

«Sig. Marino Begni, Sig. Co. Ranuzio Rina».
«Mar. Ferdinando Allevi».
27 The Maestro di Salterio costs two lire ten soldi each month.
25
26
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2.2 Salterio performances in the Accademie of the Collegio San
Francesco Saverio
All salterio students participated actively or passively in the
Accademie. As the program of an Accademia di le ere e dʹEserciti
Cavallereschi in 174428 makes explicit, only the most excellent and
ambitious students were chosen to show their abilities in their best
disciplines from the Eserciti Cavallereschi. Whereas in the Accade‑
mia of 1744 many students presented their dancing and fencing
arts, only twelve gave presentations of instrumental music. A‑
mongst them is «Sig. Giamba ista Baldovini», who played the
salterio.29 Alongside him may be found three violin students, two
transverse ﬂute students, two harpsichord students, two man‑
dolin students and two recorder students. The Libre o does not
indicate the repertoire performed at the Accademia, which could
have shed light on the function of the salterio in ensemble practice
at the Collegio.
The Libre o’s Il teatro in festa «con una pubblica | Accademia
Teatrale» in 1714 (see Fig. 7) indicates a salterio performance of Sig.
Annibale Zappi,30 salterio student at the Collegio from 1711 to
1714.31 The Libre o mentions further, that three salterio students
were awarded a Foglio Laureato di Salterio, a diploma in salterio
playing:32 aforementioned «Sig. Annibale Zappi», «Sig. Antonio
Ricci» and «Sig. Marchese Ferdinando Allevi» (see Fig. 8). The end

28

Archivio Archiginnasio Bologna, Program sheet of an Accademia, 17.0.III.

48.
29 Ibid., p. 13.
30 IL TEATRO IN FESTA | APERTO DAL COLLEGIO DEʹ NOBILI | DI SAN

FRANCESCO SAVERIO | CON UNA PUBBLICA | ACCADEMIA TEATRALE
| Per Ossequio, e per Applauso alla Venuta | DellʹEminentiss., e Reverendiss. Sig.
Cardinale | AGOSTINO CUSANI [...] E a Lui DEDICATA da Signori | ACCA‑
DEMICI, E CONVITTORI ARGONAUTI | Del medesimo Collegio. [Fregio] |
In BOLOGNA, per Ferdinando Pisarri, 1714. allʹInsegna di S. Antonio. | Con Li‑
cenza deʹ Superiori; Biblioteca Estense Universitaria di Modena, 70.i.3.10, p. 10.
31 ASCB, Libro mastro dei Sig. Convi ori del Collegio San Francesco Saverio, Inv.
No. 444, book K, p.95. Inv. No. 445, book L, p. 75, 195, 372. Inv. No. 446, book M,
p. 20, 112, 183, 243. Inv.No. 447, book N, p. 61, 96.
32 IL TEATRO IN FESTA cit., p. 18.
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Fig. 7 ‑ Front page of Il Teatro in festa, Bologna, 1714
With courtesy of Biblioteca Estense Universitaria of Modena.
(Su concessione del Ministero dei beni e delle a ività culturali e del turismo)

Fig. 8 ‑ Il Teatro in festa, Bologna, 1714,
Foglio Laureato in salterio playing, p. 18.

of both Libre i lists all teachers of the Eserciti Cavallereschi. In the
Libre o of 1744, «Sig. Giovanni Fontanelli Bolognese» is listed as
teacher for «Mandolino, Chitarra, Chitarrone, Salterio etc».33 The
Libre o «con [...] Accademia Teatrale» (1714) lists: «Sig. Angelo

Archivio Archiginnasio Bologna, Program sheet of an Accademia, 17.0.III.
48, p. 15.
33
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Laurenti Bolognese» as «Maestro di Violino e Salterio» and «Sig.
Andrea Sandi Vicentino» as «Maestro di Tiorba, Leuto, e Chitarro‑
ne Francese, Arcileuto, Mandolino, Salterio e Chitarra».34 «Sig.
Sandi» was engaged at the Collegio San Francesco Saverio until 1737,
more than twenty years.35 Unfortunately, no further details of the
lives of the three salterio teachers can be found.
2.3 Instruments and playing materials
Examination of the parts of the Libri mastri concerning the
acquisition of instruments and playing materials by salterio
students of the Collegio gives further interesting details on their
playing practice. Almost all salterio students of the Collegio San
Francesco Saverio purchased various playing materials, such as
sticks and ﬁnger rings and other salterio accessories, such as tu‑
ning wrenches, hammers and salterio cases, or even a new instru‑
ment.
Twenty‑ﬁve students decided to buy a new salterio, made for
them personally.36 On average a new salterio costs twenty‑one lire.
The clear price indication in the Libri mastri gives us the possibility
of comparing the value of a salterio to that of other instruments. In
the eighteenth century a mandolin, an oboe or a tromba marina were
purchased for ﬁfteen lire, whereas a violin or a theorbo cost twen‑
ty‑ﬁve lire on average, and a ﬂute between two and ﬁve.
Obviously the students could choose between various salterio
builders and their models. Depending on the salterioʹs quality and
ornamentation, the price for a new instrument varied from ﬁve lire
ﬁfty soldi to thirtyeight lire,37 a price which exceeded even the most
expensive instruments, such as teorbos and violoncellos. In some
cases, the students purchased a salterio for a normal price and let it
34 IL TEATRO IN FESTA cit., p. 21.
35 S. LORENZETTI, «Per animare gli esercizi nobili» cit., p. 450.

«Co. Annibale Zappi, Sig. Giov. Antonio Ricci and Sig. Antonio Delme‑
stre» purchased even two salteri during their salterio studies at the Collegio San
Francesco Saverio.
37 The cheapest salterio was purchased by «Sig. Marino Begni» in 1745, the
most expensive one by «Co. Annibale Zappi» in 1713.
36
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be ornamented or painted for four or ﬁve lire afterwards. Unfortu‑
nately, the Libri mastri do not indicate the instrument builders
who cooperated with the Collegio. Famous salterio builders in
eighteenth‑century Bologna were Giovanni Francesco Caroldi
(see Fig. 9),38 Francesco Cassori,39 Giovanni Ba ista Bortoli40 end
Giovanni Ba ista DallʹOlio,41 and very probably these individuals
were involved in building salteri for the noble students.
Fifteen salterio studentsʹ expenses did not include a salterio ac‑
quisition: either the Collegio had its own collection of instruments
which could be used without rental costs being incurred, or the
students brought their own salterio to the Collegio, or they were
allowed to practice on their colleaguesʹ instruments.42 Almost all
salteri were repaired several times during their usage at the Colle‑
gio, but the number of repairs varied from student to student,43 for
reasons that might be connected to the quality of the instrument
itself, or to the student’s ability to play it correctly or in how often
it was played. Often‑played salteri might require more mainte‑
nance of strings and bridges.
Concerning playing materials, the Libri mastri surprise by the
fact that the salterio students purchased sticks for playing the
salterio, listed in the account books as Due Bacche e da Salterio or
Due Mazze e da Salterio.44 From the ﬁrst purchase in 1708 by

38

Museo del Conservatorio di Musica, Parma, salterio made in Bologna in

1722.
Museo Civico Medievale, Bologna, salterio made in Bologna in 1728, Inv.
No. 1743; Germanisches Nationalmuseum, Nürnberg, salterio made in Bolo‑
gna in 1729, MIR 721.
40 Museo del castello sforzesco, Milan, salterio made in Bologna in 1739,
Inv. No. 307
41 Museo civico, Modena, salterio made in Bologna in 1764, Inv. No. 59.
42 Five students, who didnʹt purchase a salterio during their salterio studies,
payed for a salterio repair in the beginning of their studies, which supports
the theory of a Collegioʹs instrument collection.
43 The number of salterio repairs varied from one repair in three years to a
monthly salterio repair.
44 The word Mazze e was also used for sticks of percussion instruments,
such as drums or tamburellos in the eighteenth century Italy.
39
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Fig. 9 ‑ Salterio made by Giovanni Francesco Caroldi, Bologna, 1722
(With courtesy of the Conservatorio di Musica Arrigo Boito di Parma)

Giamba ista Milce i to the last in 1734 by Giovanni Albertini, the
sources show no break in stick acquisitions, which indicates that
the ba uto technique with sticks was not a fashionable, ephemeral
trend in salterio playing technique, but a long‑lived mode of
playing the salterio in eighteenth‑century Italy.
From forty active salterio students at the Collegio, fourteen stu‑
dents bought sticks for playing it. The number of sticks purchased
by each student varied between one and ten pairs, and were made
of various materials. On average a salterio student at the Collegio
worked with three to four diﬀerent pairs. For the majority of sticks
purchased (thirty‑seven of forty‑seven pairs) there is no indication
of the material they are made of, and these usually cost one lira ten
soldi, the same price as a standard violin bow. There are also ﬁve
pairs of salterio sticks made of brazilwood, listed as Due mazze e
di Verzino da Psalterio, which were more expensive than the usual
sticks at one lira and ﬁfty soldi. Students sometimes purchased
ordinary sticks ﬁrst, and expanded their stick collection later with
the more exquisite sticks made of brazilwood. The Libri mastri list
numerous cases in which Verzino was used also for violin‑bow‑
making, as is still the case. Another extraordinary material used
for stick‑making is Osso di Balene, whalebone, listed solely in the
expenses of Gherardo Sagredo in 1709, costing one lira twenty‑ﬁve
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soldi. Other types of wood used are Serpentino (snakewood), and
Ebano (ebony), both costing almost two lire per pair, which might
explain their occurring only once each. Another interesting stick
acquisition gives evidence of two‑part stick construction. The
stick itself was made of snakewood, but the handle was made of
Filograna.45 Generally, the Libri mastri make clear that the stick
materials came in ordinary, advanced and exquisite categories.
Due to the salterio studentsʹ curiousness and taste, they formed
their individual stick collection to work with.
On the other hand, there is evidence for the usage of ﬁnger
rings with plectra, a pizzicato technique described at length by the
famous salterio player, teacher and builder Giovanni Ba ista Dal‑
lʹOlio in 1776,46 the main source for salterio playing technique in
eighteenth‑century Italy. In the account books six students who
purchased Li Detali p. il Salterio are found. The ﬁrst Ditali were
acquired by Sig. Giammaria Paravicini in 1735, the last by Sig.
Francesco Maria Begni in 1745. The number of Ditali varied from
four to eight, and the listed purchases indicate that they were ma‑
de of brass.
3. Conclusions on the salterio‑playing‑technique in eighteenth‑
century Italy
The aforementioned facts on salterio practice at the Collegio
San Francesco Saverio leave an ambiguous, but revolutionary
impression concerning the salterio‑playing‑technique used in
eighteenth‑century Italy.
On one hand a large number of students purchased sticks in
many diﬀerent variants, which clearly indicates that a creative
Filograna is used for making jewellery until today. It is thin metal strings
formed to artistic ornaments. The sticks were therefore kind of a craftwork, like
beautifully ornamented and painted salteri itself. It also provides the infor‑
mation, that the handles of these sticks must have been very light.
46 LUIGI FRANCESCO VALDRIGHI, Il Salterio, in Musurgiana. Scràndola‑Pianofor‑
te‑Salterio, Modena, Tipograﬁa di Cesare Olivari, 1879, pp. 31‑54, con gli Aver‑
timenti di Giamba ista Dall’Olio pe’ suonatori di Salterio, 1770, pp. 51‑54; see,
45
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process of stick development by professional salterio players in
Italy must have occurred years before the appearance of these
sticks at the Collegio, not only because they bear witness to the
common use of ba uto technique in Italy, but also because they
indicate salterio practice already in the ﬁrst years of the eight‑
eenth century.47 The state of stick development in the ﬁrst years
of the eighteenth century leads to the conclusion that the ba uto
technique was spread through Italy much earlier than the ﬁrst
occurrence of salterio sticks at the Collegio San Francesco Saverio
in 1708. This information changes completely the whole picture
of Italian salterio practice, as until today the salterio is conceived
by musicologists to be an exclusively plucked instrument.
On the other hand, the fact that twenty students bought no
playing materials at all should not be dismissed as imprecision in
the Collegioʹs bookkeepings.48 The salterio provides by its construc‑
tion the possibility of being played by two techniques, either
plucked by ﬁngers or played by sticks, according to the perfor‑
merʹs preferences and the requirements of the repertoire. The Col‑
legio could have requested all salterio students to be able to play
the salterio using the pizzicato technique with ﬁngers as well as the
ba uto technique with sticks. Another possibility is that the deci‑
sion for one technique rather than the other was left up to the stu‑
dents. The acquisition of ﬁnger rings from 1735 to 1745 can be
understood in terms of an extension or variation of the common
pizzicato technique. Another fact that supports the two‑technique
moreover, LUCIO TUFANO, Vincenzo Manfredini, Giamba ista Dall’Olio e l’eredità
Farinelli. Nota sui manoscri i delle sonate di Domenico Scarla i nel 1798, in Dome‑
nico Scarla i. Musica e storia, a cura di Dinko Fabris e Paologiovanni Maione,
Napoli, Turchino Edizioni, 2010, pp. 307‑318.
47 Until my examination of the Libri mastri of the Collegio San Francesco Saverio
in 2015 and 2016, the ﬁrst wri en evidences on salterio practice in the eighteenth
century in Italy were Filippo Bonanniʹs Gabine o Armonico (1724) and the
salterio repertoire by Girolamo Chiti (1727 –1737); TERESA CHIRICO, Il Salterio in
Italia fra Seicento e O ocento, «Recercare», XIII, 2001, pp. 147‑199: 190‑191.
48 Ten of them bought a new salterio. The playing materials might have been
a ached, but not mentioned in the Libri mastri, as is still the case in salterio
acquisitions nowadays.
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theory is that the salterio students were taught by the lute teacher,
whose instrument is of course played by plucking. The chrono‑
logically separated acquisition of sticks (1708‑1734) and ﬁnger
rings (1735‑1745) in the Libri mastri might indicate that the salterio
could also be a one‑technique instrument, that changed its main
playing technique from a ba uto played instrument to a pizzicato
played instrument during the thirties of the eighteenth century.
The students without expenses could have borrowed their play‑
ing materials from their teachers49 or from the Collegioʹs instru‑
ment collection, or they could have brought them individually to
the Collegio.50 Since in any case instrumental teaching at the
Collegio was at an amateur level anyway, the lute teachers could
easily have learned and taught all three playing techniques; the
ba uto technique with sticks, the pizzicato technique with ﬁngers
and the pizzicato technique with ﬁnger rings and plectra.
At this point in the research, the question of whether the salterio
was a one‑technique or a two‑technique instrument in the eight‑
eenth century is secondary to the fact that ba uto and pizzicato
practice was common, using sticks and ﬁnger rings whose ma‑
terials are known.

49 Practiced until today in music schools that oﬀer salterio lessons.

«Sig. Co. Ma eo Vigodarzere» already possessed a salterio before starting
his salterio studies at the Collegio, as he let this salterio be sent to the Collegio in
1737, probably from home, as it came together with some sweets.
50
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